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Abstract—We demonstrate the first programmable group-delay
module based on polarization switching. With a unique binary
tuning mechanism, the device can generate any differential group
delay value from 45 to 45 ps with a resolution of 1.40 ps, or any
true-time-delay value from 0 to 45 ps with a resolution of 0.7 ps.
The delay varying speeds for both applications are under 1 ms
and can be as fast as 0.1 ms. We evaluate both the dynamic and
static performances of the device while paying special attention
to its dynamic figures of merit for polarization-mode dispersion
emulation and compensation applications. Our experiment shows
that the device exhibits a negligible transient-effect induced power
penalty ( 0.2 dB) in a 10-Gb/s nonreturn-to-zero system.

+

Index Terms—Differential group delay (DGD), optical communications, optical polarization, polarization-mode dispersion
(PMD), time delay, true time delay (TTD).

I. INTRODUCTION

D

ELAY GENERATION is an important function that may
be necessary for both optical and microwave communication systems. Optical delay lines, such as differential-groupdelay (DGD) and true-time-delay (TTD) lines, are key elements
in high-performance transmission systems and networks.
DGD is characterized as the relative delay time between two
orthogonal polarization states. In a high-speed optical transmission system, the nonideal shape of the optical fiber core and mechanical stress on the fiber induce birefringence along the fiber
and generate DGD, which, in turn, causes the annoying problem
of polarization-mode dispersion (PMD) [1], [2]. In general, the
DGD and the principal axes of the fiber link depend on the wavelength and fluctuate in time as a result of temperature variations
and external constraints [3]. Consequently, the corresponding
pulse broadening caused by the PMD is random, both as a function of wavelength at a given time and as a function of time
at a given wavelength. Unlike the effects of chromatic dispersion and fiber nonlinearity, which are deterministic and stable in
time, the PMD-induced penalty can be totally absent at a given
moment and adversely large several days later, causing an unacceptable bit error rate (BER) for no apparent reason. To ensure
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an acceptable outage probability for a fiber-optic system, PMD
compensation must be dynamic in nature and must be able to
adapt to the random time variations. Therefore, the major challenges for combating the PMD effect include: 1) accurate and
fast emulation of PMD statistics and 2) dynamic DGD generation for compensating the PMD produced in the fiber link.
Tunable DGD modules are highly desirable for both PMD
emulation and compensation. As a PMD emulator, a tunable
DGD module can provide a desired distribution mimicking
the PMD fluctuation in a real fiber link within a short period
of time and can be used to evaluate the performance of PMD
compensators.
A typical first-order PMD compensator consists of a polarization controller followed by either a fixed or a variable DGD
element. Variable DGD-based PMD compensators can reduce
the risk of feedback loops being trapped in a locally optimized
state and provide superior performance compared with fixed
compensators [4]. In addition, in PMD compensators that use
polarization scrambling at the transmitter to reduce the complexity and increase the stability of the feedback control, a variable DGD element is required in order to exactly cancel out
the fiber’s DGD [5]–[8]. As higher order PMD effects become
more significant, variable DGD elements may be required for
higher-order PMD compensation as well [9]–[14].
The previous approach toward making a variable DGD element introduces a relative delay between two orthogonal polarization components after physically separating them with a
polarization beam splitter (PBS). The two polarization components are then recombined with a polarization beam combiner
(PMC) [5], [15]. This kind of device always has a low tuning
speed (sub-second), a large output polarization fluctuation, a
large footprint, and poor control certainty due to mechanical
motion.
In high-speed time-division-multiplexing (TDM) systems, a
variable TTD (sometimes referred to as “group delay”) module
can be used to precisely position data in an assigned time slot
at the transmission end and select a desired time slot at the
receiving end [16], [17]. In a microwave photonics system, a
high-speed TTD module is desirable to perform microwave
signal processing and phased-array radar beam forming functions [18]–[20]. In these applications, a versatile TTD requires
not only a large time delay ( microsecond) for wide dynamic
range but also a fine delay resolution (sub-picosecond) to
ensure accuracy. Because such a large time delay interval can
be achieved with the optical path length switching approach, a
reliable fine delay often becomes a challenge in device design.
Several approaches [18]–[20], such as wavelength switching,
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a factor of two in each section. Such a binary arrangement
requires a minimum number of crystal sections and results
in the highest possible delay resolution. The typical response
curve illustrating the binary nature of the MO switch is shown
in Fig. 1(b). By driving the switch with current that is either
less than the saturation current
or greater than saturation
the current , 90 polarization rotation/switching is achieved.
Thus, at any switch/delay section, the input polarized beam can
be either switched along the slow or fast axes of the birefringent
crystal, corresponding to a longer or shorter delay. The total
delay is the summation of the delays in each crystal segment
and can be varied by the MO polarization switches.
Assuming that the smallest birefringent crystal length is , we
to represent the delay generated by
define a unit delay time
the shortest delay section. The unit delay time can be expressed
as
(1)

(b)
Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of a programmable DGD module based on polarization
switching. (b) Typical response curve of a magnetooptic (MO) polarization
switch.

have been proposed to achieve fine delay resolutions in a
TTD. In 1994, Yao et al. first proposed photonic true time
delay based on polarization switching [20] that can generate
precisely controlled TTD and DGD; however, the concept was
not demonstrated.
In this paper, we demonstrate a compact programmable photonic delay module based on the concept described in [20]. The
module consists of six cascaded birefringent crystals separated
by magnetooptic (MO) polarization switches. The lengths of the
birefringent crystals are arranged in a binary power series, increasing by a factor of two in each section. The unique digital
tuning mechanism ensures a precise and repeatable delay control to generate any DGD value from 45 to 45 ps in less than
1 ms with 1.40-ps resolution ( 0.1-ps resolution can be readily
achieved by design). When used as a TTD, the module can generate any TTD value from 0 to 45 ps with a resolution of 0.7 ps.
The operation principle is discussed in Section II, followed
by basic static characterization in Section III. We show the firstorder PMD emulation in Section IV, and system evaluation of
its dynamic performance in Section V. Furthermore, Section VI
lists some key applications of this module in fiber-optic and
microwave photonics systems.

and
are the ordinary and extraordinary indexes of
where
refraction, and is the speed of light. Although the delay/switch
sections can be placed in any order, we consider a case when
the first bit (the least significant bit) in the switching command
controls the shortest delay section and the last bit (the most significant bit) controls the longest delay section.
As mentioned in the introduction, the tunable delay module
has two distinct applications: either providing variable DGD between two linear orthogonal polarization states or functioning as
a photonic TTD by aligning the input state of polarization (SOP)
to one of the eigen polarization axes of the crystal set.
When the module is utilized to produce variable time delay
to orthogonal polarizations, i.e., tunable DGD, the focus is on
the time delay between the two eigen-polarization states. In this
situation, when the th bit is switched from 0 to 1 state, the
differential time delay of the th section changes its sign. The
total differential time delay for an arbitrary binary state becomes
(2)
is the binary value of the th bit, determined
where
by the polarization switch associated with the th bit. The delay
, obtained by
resolution is twice the unit delay time, i.e.,
switching the least significant bit in (2). The DGD can be a
negative number due to the sign flip of the delay time during
switching. In a 6-bit module, a total of 64 DGD values (from
to
) can be generated with a resolution of
.
When the variable delay module is used to provide TTD, the
at an arbitrary binary state is
total absolute delay time

II. OPERATING PRINCIPLE
The tunable DGD module employs a polarization-switching
approach to generate different delays [19]. As shown in
Fig. 1(a), the device is comprised of multiple switch/delay
sections. Each switch/delay section consists of a birefringent
crystal to generate a fixed amount of delay and an MO polarization switch. The MO switch is internally made using a
driving coil and garnet crystals. The lengths of the birefringent
crystals are arranged in a binary power series, increasing by

(3)
where is the constant bias time delay of the common optical
path. Equation (3) shows that when the th bit is switched from
0 (low) to 1 (high), the time delay of this section switches from
the OFF state to the ON state. In a 6-bit module, 64 different delay
to
can be
combinations from
[as defined in (1)].
generated with a delay resolution of
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Fig. 2. Measured DGD and the second-order PMD as a function of designed
DGD.

(a)

Based on the principle described in Fig. 1, we designed and
fabricated a novel programmable delay module using six birefringent crystals (i.e., a 6-bit module) that can generate tunable
of
DGD values from 45 to 45 ps with a resolution
1.40 ps, or tunable TTD values from 0 to 45 ps with a resoof 0.7 ps. One of the most promising features of
lution
this module is the sub-millisecond switching speed desirable
for PMD compensation, PMD emulation, as well as microwave
signal processing applications.

III. STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
A. DGD Characterization
We carefully measured the static characteristics of the tunable delay module for DGD generation. To verify the accuracy
of generated DGD values of the module, we used a commercial
PMD analyzer to measure both the DGD value and the secondorder PMD at each logical DGD state. As shown in Fig. 2,
the measured DGD values agree well with the designed DGD
values, and each DGD value is exactly reproducible. Equally as
important, the second-order PMD is very small, less than 85 ps ,
even at high values of DGD.
Insertion loss, wavelength-dependent loss (WDL), and
polarization-dependent loss (PDL) are key figures of merit of
any inline optical component. Fig. 3(a) shows the measured
band
insertion loss as a function of wavelength across the
(1535–1560 nm) using a broad-band amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) source, and Fig. 3(b) shows the measured
PDL values for all designed DGD states. The insertion loss is
1.3 dB with a wavelength dependent variation of 0.15 dB.
The PDL values range from 0.02 to 0.28 dB for all the DGD
states.
B. TTD Measurement
When our tunable DGD module is utilized as a photonic TTD
line, i.e., providing absolute delay, the minimum delay occurs
values are equal to zero (000 000 state) in (3), and
when all

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) Insertion loss of the delay module as a function of wavelength
(1535–1560 nm) at a typical DGD state ( 40 ps). (b) Polarization-dependent
loss (PDL) as a function of designed DGD values.

0

Fig. 4. TTD measurement setup using an ASE broad-band source. OSA:
Optical spectrum analyzer.

the maximum delay occurs when all
values are equal to one
(111 111 state). The total time delay and the delay resolution are
proportional to the unit delay, and one can select appropriate
birefringent crystals to achieve delay resolutions down to the
femtosecond level for ideal fine delay tuning.
The absolute time delay or TTD is measured experimentally
using a fiber-optic Mach–Zehnder interferometer, as illustrated
in Fig. 4. Using a broad-band source centered at 1550 nm as the
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the measured absolute TTD and designed values.

input light, the interferometer output intensity can be expressed
as

(a)

(4)
is the optical modulation
where is the optical frequency,
is the absolute delay time defined in (3), and is the
index,
absolute delay time in interferometer arm 1. The interferometer
arm 1 is first adjusted so that the absolute delay in arm 1 is
equal to the common path delay of the tunable delay module.
The adjustable part of the absolute time delay is then measured
by counting the number of fringes over the specified optical
frequency range at different binary switching states. Assuming
fringes over a bandwidth of
, the delay can be
there are
calculated as
(5)
To improve measurement accuracy, we use an adjustable
on the optical
delay line to maintain the fringe number
spectrum analyzer. The absolute time delay was derived from
the displacement change of the variable optical delay line. The
measured data agrees well with the theoretical prediction, as
shown in Fig. 5.
IV. FIRST-ORDER PMD EMULATION
The precise and repeatable DGD generation capability of our
DGD module is ideal for generating a series of DGD values
with any statistical distribution (e.g., Maxwellian, Gaussian, or
Lorentz) for a given number of samples. We therefore developed
the software tools necessary to control the DGD module so it can
be used to generate statistical DGD samples with a Maxwellian
. The tundistribution and a selectable average DGD value
able average DGD value for the Maxwellian distribution can be
determined by using [21]
where
Fig. 6(a) shows the measured distribution for 500 samples with
an average value of 10 ps, and Fig. 6(b) shows the instantaneous
DGD of the samples. Although this is only first-order PMD emulation (almost no higher order effects involved), it has a much

(b)
Fig. 6. Repeatable DGD generation is used to generate dynamic first-order
PMD distribution with tunable average values. (a) First-order PMD distribution
of 500 samples with an average DGD of 10 ps. (b) Instantaneous DGD values
of the samples.

higher speed than a standard PMD emulator and can be precisely
controlled. In addition, its features enable users to emulate pure
or statistical all-order PMD distributions [22]–[24]. These characteristics should prove powerful in evaluating the dynamic performance of PMD compensators.
V. DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
In continuous data traffic network applications, it is critical
that the system performance be unaffected during DGD state
switching. Therefore, the dynamic performance of this DGD
module must be well understood and controlled.
In our experiment, we first characterize the effect of switching
on the DGD values. In principle, when the device is switched
from one DGD state to another, the DGD value will change from
one value to another precisely. However, because the device has
a finite switching speed, the DGD value during switching is different than either the initial or final states. When the device is
, the maximum DGD value exswitched in smallest step
cursion from the DGD value of the ending state is defined as
the transient DGD. As it is difficult to directly measure the transient DGD during switching due to the limited response speed
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(a)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. System evaluation of the tunable DGD module. (a) Experimental setup
of a 10-Gb/s NRZ (2
1 PRBS) link. (b) Measured power penalties for two
cases. Open circle: the DGD module remains static after changing state. Solid
circle: the DGD module keeps jogging back and forth between neighboring
states at 1 kHz.

0

(b)
Fig. 7. Characterization of transient DGD effects during polarization
switching. (a) Quasi-static measurement of transient DGD by step-varying the
control current of the MO switches. (b) Measurement of transient DGD by
equivalent small polarization variation between different DGD values from 0
to 45 ps.

of the measurement instrument, we used a quasistatic measurement method. Instead of having a full 90 polarization rotation
in one step to change the DGD value from one state to another,
we incrementally change polarization rotation angles in steps of
a few degrees [as shown in Fig. 7(a) by increasing or decreasing
the control current on the MO switches] while measuring the
corresponding DGD with a commercial polarization analyzer.
We repeat the procedure for all DGD values from 0 to 45 ps
in steps of 1.40 ps, with the results shown in Fig. 7(b). The insert shows the detailed DGD values between two adjacent DGD
states. It is evident that the transient DGD is always less than
the step size. The small transient DGD is critical when the device is used in PMD compensators. Note that there will also be
second-order PMD involved during the switching. The value of
second-order PMD can be up to several hundred ps , depending
on the length (or DGD) of the crystals.
Another transient effect is the loss variation during fast
polarization switching. Through proper mechanical alignment
and electronic circuit design (e.g., proper arrangement of the
switching sequence), this transient loss can be reduced to
0.6 dB, even in the case when all six bits are switched at the

same time, while maintaining a total switching speed of less
than 1 ms.
The most straightforward and effective evaluation of a
fiber-optic device is to test the device in an actual fiber-optic
link. In order to test the impact on a system due to the
transient effects, we integrate the DGD element into a
10-Gb/s nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) transmission link modPRBS, as shown in Fig. 8(a). The input
ulated at
optical-signal-to-noise-ratio (OSNR) to the delay module is
set to 30 dB (0.1-nm bandwidth) by changing the input power
into the first erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). An optical
preamplifier before the receiver is used to increase receiving
sensitivity. The system’s back-to-back sensitivity is measured
to be 31 dBm. Power penalties are measured by comparing
the receiver sensitivity of the system at a 10 BER with the
back-to-back sensitivity. We measured two cases: 1) power
penalties when the delay module is set at different static DGD
values and 2) power penalties when neighboring states of the
module are jogging back and forth at 1 kHz (1-ms continuous
switching). As shown in Fig. 8(b), a negligible power penalty
of 0.2 dB due to the fast polarization switching (jogging)
was obtained. This result assures that the transient effects
of the delay module will be too small to cause any concerns
in a real system and that the device can be effectively used
in systems for PMD compensation, emulation, or signal
processing applications without causing harmful side effects.
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We also measured the transient effect for the case in which
there is no optical preamplifier before the receiver and found
that the transient-induced power penalty is less than 0.5 dB
when jogging at 1 kHz. Such a power penalty is mainly due to
transient loss during switching.
VI. APPLICATIONS
As mentioned in the introduction, the dynamic delay module
presented in this paper has numerous applications in both fiberoptic communication systems and microwave systems.
A. High-Speed PMD Emulation
PMD emulation is important for evaluating systems’ PMD
susceptibility and for developing PMD compensators. A fast and
repeatable DGD generator is particularly useful for testing the
response time and effectiveness of a PMD compensator under
different PMD varying conditions.
There are several approaches to making PMD emulators, such
as those based on splitting the input light into two polarization
components and delaying one of the components by free-space
optics, those based on rotating the relative angles of several sections of birefringence crystals [25], and those based on heating
or rotating different sections of polarization-maintaining (PM)
fiber [26], [27]. All of these PMD emulators suffer from a slow
response time (on the order of seconds) and poor repeatability,
making them less effective in evaluating PMD compensators.
In contrast, because of its high speed and precise DGD repeatability, the delay module reported in this paper is ideal for such
applications. For example, our DGD module is capable of generating repeatable DGD variation as fast as 200 s, and thus can
be used for evaluating the impulse response of a PMD compensator that has a speed on the order of 1 ms.
B. First- and Higher Order PMD Compensation
As previously mentioned, a tunable DGD module is a key
component in many PMD compensation configurations for first
and higher order PMD [9]–[14]. In a recent demonstration of
PMD compensation scheme, a variable DGD element is placed
at the receiver to completely compensate the first-order PMD
[10]. Some typical first-order and higher order PMD compensation schemes using a variable DGD module are shown in Fig. 9.
As a tunable DGD module based on polarization splitting and
combining suffers from slow tuning speeds, as well as a large
foot print and vibration sensitivity, it is not suitable for field deployment. Finally, the output polarization stability of such a device is poor due to the length fluctuations of the independent
optical paths of the two polarization components. Such polarization instability complicates the PMD compensator feedback
loop design and may cause the loop to be unstable.
On the other hand, the delay module reported in this paper has
the advantage of compact size and high speed, making it field
deployment friendly. In addition, its output polarization is much
more stable than that of the DGD module described previously
because here the two polarization components share the same
optical path. Finally, the binary DGD tuning mechanism ensures
that the module can be tuned to any desired DGD value precisely

Fig. 9. Different approaches for PMD compensation using variable DGD
modules. (a) [9]. (b) [10]. (c) [11]. (d) [12]. [13]. (e) [14].

and quickly without any feedback control, eliminating the need
of another DGD-control loop.
C. Multiwavelength Laser Source With Tunable Channel
Spacing
Multiwavelength lasers have received considerable attention
recently due to their potential application to optical measurement, optical sensors, and wavelength-division-multiplexed
systems. A PM fiber placed inside a ring laser cavity can
function as a multiwavelength selector to produce a multichannel optical output [28], [29]. However, such line spacing
is fixed once the length of the PM fiber is selected. To make
a multiwavelength laser with tunable channel spacing, a
tunable DGD module can be used. In principle, the channel
is related to the DGD value of the module by
spacing
(Hz)
(ps). Experimental verification of this
method using our variable DGD module is shown in Fig. 10
[30].
D. Bit Alignment in TDM Systems
In high-speed time-division-multiplexed (TDM) systems, it is
critical to precisely position data in an assigned time slot at the
transmission end and to select a desired time slot at the receiving
end [16], [17]. As shown in Fig. 11, the delay module reported
here can accomplish this function easily. Data from transmitter
1 (TX1) and transmitter 2 (TX2) are combined by a PBC before entering the variable DGD module. The signal from TX1 is
aligned with one eigen-polarization axis of the device, and the
signal from TX2 is aligned with the other. The relative group
delay between the two signals can be delayed precisely and,
thus, can align the data bits from the two transmitters in time.
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Fig. 10. Output channel spacing as a function of DGD for a multiwavelength
fiber ring.

Fig. 12. Illustration of using the variable TTD module for steering a
phased-array radar. The relative delays between the radiation elements are
adjusted by the variable TTD to cause the total radiation wave front to tilt and
hence effectively scan the angle of the radar beam.

Fig. 11. Illustration of data bit alignment using the delay module described in
this paper.

At the receiver side, the two channels can be demultiplexed via
a PBS placed after a polarization stabilizer.
E. Beam Steering of Phased-Array Radar Systems
For airborne and space-based phased-array radar systems operating at millimeter-wave frequencies (20 GHz and above), fast
beam steering with a fine scan resolution is required [31]. One
effective method of steering the radar beam is to feed each radiation element on the radar panel with optical fibers and change
the relative time delay of the signals feeding to the radiation elements, as shown in Fig. 12. As mentioned previously, the delay
module reported in this paper can be used as a TTD for steering
the phased-array radar [32]. This programmable TTD can be
readily modified into a two-dimensional device and has the advantages of high packing density, low loss, and easy fabrication.
The delay resolution of the device is sufficiently fine for accurate beam steering, and the total delay can be made adequately
large by increasing the length of each crystal section to cover the
desired scanning angles. This device can also be simplified to
a phase-shifter/beam-former for phased arrays of narrow bandwidth, where true time delay is not necessary.
F. Transversal Filter
Fast and widely tunable filters are important for signal extraction and processing in spread spectrum microwave communication and radar systems [33]–[35]. Transversal filters based on
photonics technology have several attractive features for such

Fig. 13. Illustration of using the variable TTD module in a transversal filter.
The output signal is the coherent summation of all branches. The relative phase
(delay time) and amplitude changes in the branches alter the shape of the output
signal.

applications, including wide bandwidth, high packing density,
low loss, low weight, remote capability, and immunity to electromagnetic interference. True time delay is a critical element
in a transversal filter, as shown in Fig. 13. The fast switching
speed, high delay precision, and high delay repeatability of the
delay module reported here are among the most attractive features for a transversal filter. These features in turn make the filter
high speed, precise, and highly repeatable.
VII. SUMMARY
In summary, we report the first realization of a high-speed
variable delay module based on polarization switching. The device can either be used as a DGD module or a TTD module.
Using a unique binary delay adjustment mechanism, this 6-bit
device can precisely and repeatedly generate any DGD value
from 45 to 45 ps with a resolution of 1.40 ps, or any TTD
value from 0 to 45 ps with a resolution of 0.7 ps. The delay
tuning speeds for both applications are under 1 ms and can be
as fast as 0.1 ms. Devices with more crystal segments (i.e., bits)
can be readily assembled based on the same design to either
increase the delay range or improve the delay resolution. The
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delay range and the delay resolution of the current device as a
variable DGD are designed for a 10-Gb/s network. They can be
readily modified for a 40-Gb/s network by reducing the lengths
of the birefringent crystals.
Due to the unique binary polarization switching design, the
delay module also exhibits both excellent static and dynamic
characteristics, as summarized in Table I. With a special emphasis on its dynamic figures of merit for PMD emulation and
compensation applications, we demonstrated that the device
exhibits a negligible transient-effect induced power penalty
0.2 dB in a 10-Gb/s NRZ system.
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